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ABSTRACT

ARTICLE HISTORY

An assessment of the data processing and analysis methods used to obtain the second- and
fourth-rank orientational order parameters of liquid crystals from X-ray scattering experiments has been carried out, using experimental data from four extensively studied alkylcyanobiphenyls and calculated data generated from two general types of theoretical orientational distribution function. The application of a background subtraction and two different
baseline correction methods to the scattering profiles is assessed, along with three different
methods to analyse the processed data. The choice of baseline correction method is shown
to have a significant effect: an offset to zero overestimates the order parameters from the
experimental and calculated data sets, particularly for lower order parameters arising from
broad distributions, whereas an offset to a value estimated from regions of low scattering
intensity provides experimental values close to those reported from other experimental
techniques. By contrast, the three different analysis methods are shown generally to result
in relatively small absolute differences between the order parameters. We outline a straightforward general approach to experimental X-ray scattering data processing and analysis for
uniaxial phases that results in order parameters that match well with those reported using
other experimental techniques.
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1. Introduction
The use of X-ray scattering experiments to probe the
structure of materials has proven invaluable in many
areas of science over the course of many decades,
and the study of liquid crystals is no exception. X-ray
studies of liquid crystal phases provide a wealth of
information relating to the structure of different
mesophases, manifesting as the numbers, positions,
and intensities of peaks in the detected scattering
patterns. The nematic phase constitutes the simplest
of the liquid crystal phases, typically resulting in just
two sets of primary scattering peaks for phases comprising rod-like (calamitic) molecules: one set of
small-angle peaks relating to the average periodicity
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of electron density along the director, and one set of
wide-angle peaks relating to the average periodicity
of electron density orthogonal to the director [1]. In
a sample exhibiting no bulk alignment, these peaks
are observed in a 2D X-ray scattering experiment as
rings, but in a bulk-aligned sample, the small-angle
peaks are observed parallel to the director and the
wide-angle peaks are observed perpendicular to the
director, as shown in a schematic diagram of an
experimental X-ray scattering experiment in
Figure 1.
The intensity of the wide-angle peaks around the
angle χ (labelled in Figure 1) relates to the degree of
ordering of the liquid crystal sample, and a particular
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Figure 1. (Colour online) Schematic representation of an
experimental X-ray scattering experiment for magnetically
aligned nematic samples.

advantage of X-ray scattering is that, in principle, it is a
method that enables determination of the full orientational distribution function, f(β), of a uniaxial phase,
where β is the angle made between the principal axis of
a molecule and the average orientation of all the principal molecular axes, termed the director, n. This distribution function is typically expanded as a sum of the
even Legendre polynomials, PL(cosβ), given by
Equation (1), in which the coefficients, fL, are defined
by Equation (2), where the values of hPLi are commonly termed the orientational order parameters of a
liquid crystal phase [2,3]. For a known distribution
function, the orientational order parameters may be
determined using Equation (3) [2,3].
X
f ðβÞ ¼
fL PL ðcos βÞ; ðL evenÞ
(1)
L



2L þ 1
fL ¼
hPL i
2

(2)

π

hPL i ¼

ò 0 f ðβÞPL ðcos βÞ sin βdβ
π

ò 0 f ðβÞ sin βdβ

(3)

The ability of X-ray scattering experiments, in principle, to determine many or all of the order parameters is
extremely desirable, particularly when compared with
many other methods, such as UV-visible or IR absorbance measurements and NMR experiments that are
typically restricted to determining the second-rank
order parameter, hP2i [4], and Raman scattering or
fluorescence depolarisation measurements that are
typically restricted to determining only hP2i and hP4i
[5–7]. The measurement of hP2i, hP4i and hP6i from
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) experiments
has been reported [8], but this technique is limited to
the detection of spin probes, from which the ordering
of the liquid-crystalline material must be inferred. As a
result, the determination of orientational order parameters from X-ray scattering experiments has been the

subject of many studies in a wide range of fields, such
as the study of membrane structures [9], polymers [10],
elastomers [11], and nanoparticle systems [12].
The behaviour of typical nematic phases has been
shown to be broadly consistent with Maier–Saupe
theory [13], for which the different order parameters
have a consistent relationship, enabling the distribution function f(β) (peaked at β = 0) to be inferred
reliably from a single value of hP2i. However, some
phases do not exhibit behaviour consistent with such
distribution functions, such as the twist-bend (TB)
phase, which is reported to exhibit a heliconical structure [14,15], and the de Vries smectic A phase, which
is proposed to exhibit a sugar-loaf or diffuse-cone
(volcano) distribution function [16–19], in which the
maximum probability of molecular orientations is not
necessarily at β = 0. Measurements of hPLi values for
L ≥ 2 are required to study systems with such distribution functions, and reliable techniques for determining these values are highly desirable since a
maximum entropy argument [3,13] can be used to
infer an orientational distribution function from measured values of hPni.
Despite the capability of X-ray scattering experiments in principle, a particular difficulty in determining the orientational distribution function of a sample
from X-ray scattering data is that of relating the molecular orientational distribution to the orientational
dependence of the intensity of the wide-angle scattering peaks, I(χ), because the transformation relies on a
number of assumptions.
In the field of liquid crystals, a widely used set of
assumptions originally proposed by Leadbetter et al.
were based on uniaxial molecular symmetry, and on
the scattering occurring from clusters of uniformly
aligned interfering particles (molecules) [20–23]. The
application of these assumptions resulted in the derivation of Equation (4), which relates the χ-dependence of
the integrated wide-angle intensity profile directly to
the orientational distribution function, f(β), of the clusters of molecules in the ordered mesophase [20,23].
ð π=2
f ðβÞ sin β
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ dβ
I ðχ Þ ¼
(4)
2
β¼χ cos χ tan2 β  tan2 χ

This expression readily enables the order parameters, hPLi,
to be determined from the integrated intensity of the
wide-angle X-ray peaks, the method for which is described
fully in the literature [23]. As a result of the increasing ease
of carrying out X-ray scattering studies of liquid crystal
samples, this method has been used widely in the field of
liquid crystal studies to interpret experimental data
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[14,15,17,24–35], as well as forming the basis for a number
of computational and theoretical studies [36–39].
Outside the field of liquid crystals, it was noted over
a decade ago by Burger and Ruland that there had been
an error in the derivation of Equation (4) [40], and that
the correct formula had in fact been derived much
earlier by Kratky [41]. The same error was also independently reported in a study of lipid membranes [9],
and the corrected form of the equation is given in
Equation (5), which has been adopted in the membrane community [42–44]. However, this revised equation appears to have been reported only recently within
the field of liquid crystals [18].
ð π=2
f ðβÞ tan β
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ dβ
I ðχ Þ ¼
(5)
β¼χ cos χ tan2 β  tan2 χ
An alternative method of determining order parameter
values has been provided by Lovell and Mitchell, who
reported that the coefficients hP2niD of the orientational distribution function, D, expanded as evenorder Legendre polynomials, may be readily determined from the coefficients hP2niI of an equivalent
expansion of the integrated intensity profile, I(χ), as
given by Equation (6) [45]. This approach has seen
widespread use in the field of liquid crystal elastomers
[46–55], and is based on the same assumptions as the
approaches described above, but instead of relating the
molecular orientational distribution function to the
scattering intensity profile, it directly relates their
respective order parameters.
hP2n iD ¼

ð1Þn 22n ðn!Þ2
hP2n iI
ð2nÞ!

(6)

It should be noted that definitions of χ vary between
these methods. The Leadbetter and Kratky methods as
reported here and in the literature define χ = 0° as
orthogonal to the director, i.e. as the maximum wideangle scattering intensity for a nematic sample comprising rod-like molecules [9,20,23]. In contrast, the
Lovell and Mitchell method defines χ = 0° as coincident
with the director [45]. In this work, we retain these
respective definitions for calculating the order parameters using these different methods to provide consistency with the literature, but where we plot intensity
profiles we define χ = 0° as being orthogonal to the
director.
Comparisons of these three methods for determining orientational order parameters and the orientational distribution functions of aligned systems are
relatively sparse, which is likely to be due to the adoption of different methods within different fields. Some
assessment of the discrepancies arising from the error
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in Equation (4) has been presented based on theoretical
distribution functions [40], showing that the relative
errors of hP2i and hP4i increase with broadening distribution functions. A comparison of methods including those proposed by Kratky and by Lovell and
Mitchell has been reported for polymer systems [56],
and a recent comparison has been made for two scattering patterns obtained from liquid-crystalline compounds [18], showing that the absolute differences
between order parameters obtained from the
Leadbetter, Kratky and Lovell and Mitchell methods
were small for the data-sets studied.
In addition to the different methods relating the
scattering intensity to the orientational distribution
function, significant additional complications arise in
the analysis of X-ray scattering data due to the somewhat arbitrary choice of a background subtraction
(i.e. a subtraction of a 2D background scattering pattern from that obtained from the sample) and/or a
baseline correction (i.e. applying an offset to the integrated scattering intensity profile); in fact this issue was
described by Davidson et al. as, ‘one of the flaws of the
whole procedure’ [23].
In the liquid crystal literature, some studies have used
the subtraction of a background scattering pattern
obtained from an empty capillary [17,29,33], and some
have applied a baseline-offset by averaging the value of
the background intensity measured in different areas
around the diffuse ring [23]. In a study of lipid membranes, a similar background subtraction approach was
used, and a baseline-offset was determined as the average
intensities measured at the inner and outer integration
limits of I(χ) in order to correct for effects such as
scattering from the sample surface [9]. A similar
approach to determine the baseline intensity has also
been reported in a study of the order of pigment nanoparticles [12]. Most studies in the liquid crystal literature
do not report specific baseline corrections, but many
plots of integrated intensity about χ shown in the literature exhibit minima at zero, implying that a baseline
offset to generate such a minimum has been used.
In this article, we assess a number of practical
aspects of how wide-angle X-ray scattering experiments can be used to determine the orientational
order parameters of uniaxial liquid crystal phases. In
order to illustrate the approach, we report and analyse
temperature-dependent data from a set of extensively
studied mesogens as exemplars, namely 4-cyano-4′pentylbiphenyl
(5CB),
4-cyano-4′-hexylbiphenyl
(6CB), 4-cyano-4′-septylbiphenyl (7CB) and 4-cyano4′-octylbiphenyl (8CB); this set comprises a homologous series in which all exhibit nematic phases, and
8CB also exhibits a smectic A phase.
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The three different methods described above for
determining orientational order parameters from the
integrated scattering intensity profiles, combined with
the different options for background subtractions and
baseline offsets, results in a significant number of combinations that might be used to determine order parameters from X-ray scattering patterns. To simplify this
situation somewhat, we restrict our analysis in this study
to the determination of hP2i and hP4i, the first two even
Legendre polynomials given by Equation (1), which are
the order parameters typically reported in the study of
liquid crystals, although the analysis could readily be
extended to higher order parameters if required. Even
with this restriction, there are still a large number of
combinations of methods that may be used. Hence, we
first report experimental data and give details of the
background subtraction and two baseline correction
methods used in this work. We then compare values of
hP2i and hP4i obtained for the four compounds using the
Leadbetter and Norris, Kratky, and Lovell and Mitchell
methods, along with the two different baseline corrections applied to the background-subtracted integrated
scattering profiles. In a separate section, we use an
entirely computational approach to consider these issues.
Initially, we calculate scattering intensity profiles from a
range of different theoretical orientational distributions
with defined order parameter values. We then assess the
extent to which the values of hPLi obtained from applying the different baseline correction and analysis methods differ from the true values.

reduced temperatures for 7CB were recorded in the
supercooled region below the melting point. All scattering patterns were obtained using 180 s acquisition times
and 2D data are presented here with the magnetic field
(director) oriented vertically (rotated by 90° from the
schematic image shown in Figure 1). Wide-angle regions
were defined as 15° ≤ 2θ ≤ 24°, and integrated intensity
profiles were obtained using 1° bin widths and fitted
using R [58]. Numerical integration was performed
using Mathematica [59].

3. Experimental results and discussion
3.1. Experimental data collection and processing
3.1.1. Background subtraction
X-ray scattering patterns were recorded from samples of
5CB, 6CB, 7CB and 8CB at a range of reduced temperatures (listed in Tables S1–S4 in the Supporting
Information). Unmodified scattering patterns recorded
at the lowest reduced temperature for each sample are
shown in Figure 2, and all show the wide-angle peaks
exhibiting maximum intensities perpendicular to the
director, defined by the orientation of the magnetic field.
Also visible are wedge-shaped vertical shadows arising
from the shape of the magnets used to align the samples,
and thin vertical and horizontal shadows arising from the
wires holding the beam stop. The shadows that result
from the magnets blocking air scattering could be avoided

2. Experimental
The compounds were used as received from TCI (5CB),
BDH (6CB, 7CB) and Synthon (8CB), and reduced temperatures, T/TNI, were determined from temperatures in
kelvin using reported values for the nematic-isotropic
transition temperatures, TNI, of 308.15 K, 302.15 K,
316.15 K and 313.65 K, respectively [57]; the measurements reported here were consistent with these values.
2D X-ray scattering experiments were performed using a
Bruker D8 Discover X-ray diffractometer (λ = 1.5406 Å)
with a 2048 × 2048 pixel Bruker VANTEC 500 area
detector, and using a 0.5 mm collimator pinhole to give
a beam diameter significantly smaller than the sample
tube diameter to minimise any effects arising from different path lengths through the sample. The samples
were held in borosilicate glass capillaries (0.9 mm outer
diameter; 0.01 mm wall thickness), which were placed in
a custom-built graphite furnace for temperature control
(±0.1 K) and alignment was induced by a 0.5 T magnetic
field. The scattering patterns reported here were
recorded on cooling of the samples, and the lowest two

Figure 2. Unmodified X-ray scattering patterns obtained from
(a) 5CB, (b) 6CB, (c) 7CB, (d) 8CB recorded at the lowest
respective reduced temperature used for each sample (listed
in the Supporting Information).
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by using a sample chamber under vacuum, but such a
chamber was not available for the studies reported here.
A scattering pattern was recorded from an empty
capillary and subtracted from each of the patterns in
Figure 2 to give the background-subtracted scattering
patterns shown in Figure 3, in which the wide-angle
and small-angle peaks arising from the liquid crystal
samples are clearer than those in Figure 2, and the
features arising from the experimental set-up are no
longer visible. As described in the introduction, this
process of background subtraction has precedent in the
field of liquid crystals [17,29,33] as well as in the study
of lipid bilayers [9], and is vital to remove the influence
of any features of the experimental set-up, especially
those that give rise to non-cylindrically symmetrical
scattering features such as those visible in Figure 2.
These background-subtracted patterns provide the
basis for all of the subsequent analysis we report in
this work.
The integrated intensity profiles versus χ obtained
from the background-subtracted scattering patterns of
the four compounds across a range of temperatures are
shown in Figure 4. These profiles illustrate the general
change in shape with temperature, with the peaks
becoming sharper and more intense on lowering the
temperature, along with a decreasing baseline intensity
between the peaks. The total integrated intensity
increased on lowering the temperature, by ca. 8–14%
across the respective temperature ranges used here,

Figure 4. (Colour online) Integrated intensity profiles, I(χ),
obtained from the background-subtracted experimental X-ray
scattering patterns of 5CB, 6CB, 7CB and 8CB. Curves are
coloured according to temperature (listed in the Supporting
Information) from the highest (red) to the lowest (blue), and
arrows show the direction of change on cooling.

which may be attributed to the sharper peaks increasing the total intensity in the integration regions used.

Figure 3. Background-subtracted X-ray scattering patterns
obtained from (a) 5CB, (b) 6CB, (c) 7CB, (d) 8CB recorded at
the lowest respective reduced temperature used for each sample (listed in the Supporting Information).

3.1.2. Baseline correction methods
In this work, we have assessed two methods of baseline
correction. The first method is to set the minimum value
of each integrated intensity profile to zero (zero-offset),
and the second is to subtract an experimental estimate of
the baseline intensity (baseline-offset). The experimental
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estimate for the baseline-offset method was obtained by
using the scattering image recorded at the lowest temperature for each compound to determine the average
value of the intensity in regions close to the wide-angle
integration limits and parallel to the director, which are
the regions within the integration limits that should have
the minimum intensity of scattered radiation. These
regions are inevitably somewhat arbitrary, but were
defined here as those within 50 pixels of the inner and
outer wide-angle integration limits, and within 5° of the
director orientation as shown by the shaded regions for
5CB in Figure 5.

be that of Davidson et al. [23], using Equations (9) and
(10) to obtain the values of hcos2βi and hcos4βi, which
may then be used to determine the orientational order
parameters, hP2i = ½(3hcos2βi − 1) and hP4i = ⅛
(35hcos4βi − 30hcos2βi + 3).
2
8
16
I ðχ Þ ¼ f0 þ f2 cos2 χ þ f4 cos4 χ þ f6 cos6 χ
3
15
35
128
256
8
10
f8 cos χ þ
f10 cos χ:::
þ
315
693
f ðβÞ ¼

1
X

f2n cos2n β

3.2.1. Leadbetter and Norris method
The first method used in this work is that of Leadbetter
and Norris, herein referred to as the LN method.
Despite the error in the derivation of Equation (4)
used in this approach, as highlighted in the introduction, its widespread use in the liquid crystal literature
means it is useful to include it here for comparative
purposes. Equation (4) is shown in its expanded form
in Equation (7), which is fitted to the experimental data
to determine the coefficients, f2n, which are the coefficients of the orientational distribution function
expanded according to Equation (8) [23]. The most
widespread method of determining the order parameters, hP2i and hP4i, from this approach appears to

hcos2 βi ¼

n¼0
1
P
n¼0

1
P
n¼0

hcos4 βi ¼ P
1

n¼0

f2n
2nþ3
f2n
2nþ1

(9)

f2n
2nþ5
f2n
2nþ1

(10)

3.2.2. Kratky method
The second method employed is the correct version of
the LN method, given by Equation (5), the derivation
of which has been described in detail elsewhere [9].
Here, we take an equivalent approach to Davidson
et al. which results in the expansion given by
Equation (11), which is the correct version of
Equation (7) in the LN method, as derived here in
the Supporting Information and as recently reported
independently [18]. The experimental data are fitted to
Equation (11), and values of hP2i and hP4i may again
be determined via Equations (9) and (10). We refer to
this method as the Kratky method.
1
3
I ðχ Þ ¼ f0 þ f2 cos2 χ þ f4 cos4 χ
2
8
5
35
6
f8 cos8 χ
þ f6 cos χ þ
16
128
63
f10 cos10 χ:::
þ
256

Figure 5. Background-subtracted X-ray scattering pattern of
5CB showing the wide-angle integration limits (white rings)
and the regions used to estimate the baseline offset (greyshaded areas). The horizontal white line corresponds to χ = 0°.

(8)

n¼0
1
P

3.2. Order parameter determination methods

(7)

(11)

3.2.3. Lovell and Mitchell method
Finally, we also use the method described by Lovell and
Mitchell [45], which we refer to as the LM method,
given by Equation (6). This method results in the
expressions for hP2i and hP4i given by Equations (12)
and (13), where hPLiD is the Lth-rank order parameter
of the distribution function, and hPLiI is the Lth-rank
order parameter of the experimental integrated intensity profile. Values of hPLiI are determined from the
experimental data via Equation (3), but using discrete
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summations instead of integrals. In principle, the LM
method should yield the same order parameters as
those obtained using the Kratky approach because the
assumption of a simple equatorial reflection is common to each method. However, the LM method
obtains values of hPLi directly from the experimental
intensity profile, whereas the Kratky method relies on
fitting the experimental intensity profile to the expansion given in Equation (11) and subsequently determining values of hPLi from the coefficients of this
expansion. Thus, differences between the order parameters obtained from the Kratky and LM methods may
arise if an insufficient number of terms in the expansion is used when applying the Kratky method.
hP2 iD ¼ 2hP2 iI

(12)

8
hP4 iD ¼ hP4 iI
3

(13)

3.3. Application of the analysis methods to the
experimental data
3.3.1. Truncation of expansions in the Kratky and LN
methods
The experimental order parameters of 5CB, 6CB, 7CB
and 8CB were initially calculated using the Kratky
and LM methods in order to assess the effect of the
number of terms used in the expansion applied in
Kratky method; the background-subtracted, baselineoffset scattering images obtained at the lowest respective reduced temperatures were used for these analyses. The order parameters, hP2i and hP4i,
determined using the LM method are shown in
Figure 6 along with those calculated using the
Kratky method, and truncating the expansion in
Equation (11) at different values of L. These plots
show that the values determined using the LM
method are matched closely by those of the Kratky
method for values of L ≥ 6, for which differences of
≤0.001 in the values of hP2i and hP4i between the
methods were found. However, truncating at L = 6
may not necessarily be sufficient for all intensity
profiles so all subsequent use of the Kratky method
reported here was carried out truncating at L = 10;
for consistency, the expansion in the LN method
given by Equation (7) was also truncated at L = 10.
3.3.2. Comparison of LN, Kratky, LM and baseline
correction methods
The second-rank order parameters, hP2i, of 5CB,
6CB, 7CB and 8CB were determined using the LN,
Kratky and LM methods from background-subtracted scattering profiles recorded at a range of

Figure 6. (Colour online) Order parameters, hP2i and hP4i, of
5CB, 6CB, 7CB and 8CB obtained from background-subtracted,
baseline-corrected scattering patterns recorded at the lowest
respective reduced temperatures using the LM method (dashed
lines) and the Kratky method truncating the expansion at
different values of L (circles).

temperatures and with either a zero-offset or a baseline-offset, as shown in Figure 7. The values obtained
from the Kratky and LM methods were found to
differ by ≤0.0001, so these are plotted as a single
dataset in Figure 7.
For each compound at each temperature, the
most significant cause of difference in the hP2i
values arises from whether the intensity profile is
zero-offset or baseline-offset, with the difference
between the Kratky/LM and LN methods being
small in comparison. In each case, the use of a
zero-offset causes a significant increase in the
order parameter relative to that obtained from a
baseline-offset, with differences in hP2i of up to
0.19. The LN method underestimates the order
parameter by 0.014–0.041 from the Kratky/LM
methods, generally more so for lower values of
hP2i. It is interesting to note that a study of the
reliability of order parameters determined from
X-ray scattering patterns, carried out using the LN
model, concluded that the approach underestimates
the true values of hP2i by ca. 0.03–0.06 [38,39]; the
results shown in Figure 7 suggest that this underestimation may at least partially be attributed to the
error in Equation (4) in the LN approach.
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Figure 7. (Colour online) Experimental second-rank order parameters, hP2i, for 5CB, 6CB, 7CB and 8CB, determined from
integrated intensity profiles from background-subtracted and
either baseline-offset or zero-offset scattering patterns. The
vertical dashed line denotes the N-SmA transition of 8CB [57].

Figure 8. (Colour online) Experimental fourth-rank order parameters, hP4i, for 5CB, 6CB, 7CB and 8CB, determined from
integrated intensity profiles from background-subtracted and
either baseline-offset or zero-offset scattering patterns. The
vertical dashed line denotes the N-SmA transition of 8CB [57].

An equivalent comparison of hP4i values determined from the same scattering patterns of 5CB,
6CB, 7CB and 8CB was also carried out, as shown
in Figure 8. The hP4i values reveal similar trends to
the hP2i values, but with the baseline-correction having a smaller effect and with smaller differences in
magnitude of 0.007–0.014 between the Kratky/LM
and LN methods.

3.3.3. Comparison with reported order parameters
5CB is perhaps the most widely studied mesogenic
compound, and as a result there are many reports of
its order parameter measured using a variety of techniques. A comparison of hP2i values determined here
using baseline-offset scattering profiles and the Kratky/
LM method with those reported from various techniques is shown in Figure 9. The values measured here
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Figure 9. (Colour online) Comparison of second-rank order
parameters, hP2i, of 5CB obtained from background-subtracted
and baseline-offset data using the Kratky/LM method plotted
against reduced temperature from this work, and from a range
of reported values.

Figure 10. (Colour online) Comparison of fourth-rank order
parameters, hP4i, of 5CB obtained from background-subtracted
and baseline-offset data using the Kratky/LM method plotted
against reduced temperature from this work, and from a range
of reported values.

generally show good agreement with those reported
from refractive index [60], Raman [28], and NMR
experiments of partially deuterated 5CB [61]. Values
from previously reported X-ray studies [28] show good
agreement at low reduced temperatures, but appear to
overestimate the order parameter at high reduced temperature; this difference is not dissimilar to that shown
in Figure S1 in the Supporting Information for zerooffset intensity profiles, which overestimate the order
parameters particularly at high reduced temperatures.
Values of hP4i are less frequently reported, due to
the fewer methods able to determine them in comparison with values of hP2i, but some values have
been reported from X-ray and Raman studies, and a
comparison with those determined in this study
using baseline-offset scattering patterns and the
Kratky/LM method are shown in Figure 10. The
hP4i values measured here are in good agreement
with those reported from Raman experiments using
the Jen method, and are in reasonably good agreement with reported values from X-ray scattering.
There is a significant discrepancy with the Raman
values determined using the Jones method, but this
discrepancy has previously been attributed to nonlinear optical effects in the sample [28].
Using the LN method or, in particular, applying a zerooffset baseline results in a poorer match with reported
values than those shown in Figures 9 and 10, as shown in
equivalent plots in the Supporting Information (Figures
S1–S4). Overall, these comparisons indicate that using
X-ray scattering data with appropriate background subtraction and baseline corrections and the Kratky/LM
method provide orientational order parameters that are

in very good agreement with reported values using different techniques.
In comparison with 5CB, the order parameters of
6CB, 7CB and 8CB are less widely reported in the literature, and we found significant differences between the
reported values, which precluded meaningful comparisons with the values we present here. A comparison of
the hP2i and hP4i order parameters determined here with
the values calculated by Maier–Saupe theory [62] is
shown for all the compounds in plots in the Supporting
Information (Figures S5–S7), and that theoretical model
gives a moderate match to the experimental data.
3.3.4. Other possible analysis methods
The methods we have used here to determine the order
parameters do not impose any specific form of orientational distribution function within the analysis, and as
such they provide a general approach that we consider
to be preferable in these studies. Other possible methods include those that assume a particular form of
orientational distribution, such as that provided by
Maier–Saupe theory, to generate alternative expressions that may be used to fit the experimental data
[23]. This general approach may be advantageous in
some cases because it can provide a direct test of the
match between experiment and the chosen theory.

4. Calculated data generation, analysis and
discussion
In order to make an independent assessment of the methods reported in Section 3.3 for the analysis of experimental data, we have used these same methods to analyse
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calculated X-ray scattering profiles generated from theoretical orientational distributions. This use of calculated
data enables differences between the various analysis
methods to be assessed for well-defined orientational distributions for which the true order parameters are known.

4.1. Generation of orientational distributions and
calculated X-ray scattering data
Four maximum entropy orientational distributions
were calculated according to Equation (14),[3, 13]
with values of the coefficient a chosen to give values
of hP2i = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6 and 0.8, in accordance with
Equation (3), to cover the range of values typically
measured for liquid-crystalline samples. Four additional orientational distributions that are representative
of sugar-loaf and diffuse-cone (volcano) types of distributions were also calculated by first defining f(β) as
Gaussian distributions centred at 0° and 180° corresponding to a typical order parameter of hP2i = 0.6, in
accordance with Equation (3), and then splitting each
into two identical Gaussian peaks which were sequentially offset by ± 10°, 20° and 30° to give three further
distribution functions. The distributions were normalised according to Equation (15), [3] and are shown in
Figure 11 along with their associated values of hP2i
and hP4i.
f ðβÞ ¼ ea P2 ðcos βÞ

ðπ
0

f ðβÞ sin βdβ ¼ 1

(15)

X-ray scattering intensity profiles, I(χ), were then
determined by numerical integration of the orientational distributions in Figure 11 in accordance with
Equation (5), i.e. using the Kratky method, and these
profiles are shown in Figure 12. The calculated intensity profiles determined from the maximum entropy
distributions show the peak intensities falling and,
crucially, the baseline intensities between the peaks
rising with decreasing order parameter, which
demonstrates that applying a zero-offset baseline
would not be appropriate for the profiles arising
from such distributions. A similar pattern is evident
from the calculated intensity profiles determined
from the sugar-loaf and diffuse-cone distributions,
but the peaks broaden and the baselines rise to a
lesser extent as the peaks in the orientational distribution become more separated and the order parameters decrease; three further distributions with the
Gaussian peaks offset by ± 35°, 40° and 45° resulted
in calculated volcano-type profiles for the intensities
as well as the distributions at low hP2i values, and
they are shown in the Supporting Information
(Figures S8 and S9).

(14)

Figure 11. (Colour online) Maximum entropy orientational distributions (top) and sugar-loaf and diffuse-cone orientational distributions (bottom) with associated order parameters, hP2i and hP4i.

Figure 12. (Colour online) Calculated intensity profiles, I(χ),
obtained from the maximum entropy distributions (top) and
the sugar-loaf and diffuse-cone distributions (bottom) by
numerical integration of Equation (5). The curves are coloured
to match the distributions given in Figure 11.
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4.2. Application of the analysis methods to the
calculated data
4.2.1. Analysis of raw calculated data
The order parameters hP2i and hP4i determined from
the raw calculated intensity profiles in Figure 12 using
the Kratky and LM methods, applied in the same way
as described in Section 3.3, were equal to the true order
parameters for all of the distributions shown in
Figure 11.
Values of hP2i and hP4i determined from the raw
calculated intensity profiles obtained from the maximum entropy distributions using the LN method are
given in Table 1. These values are similar to the true
values but, relatively, they underestimate the values
increasingly as the distributions broaden, which is generally consistent with the trend in the experimental
results at low order parameters shown in Figure 7.
Although the relative differences are large in some
cases, the absolute differences are all ≤0.045 for these
calculated distributions.
Values of hP2i and hP4i determined from the raw
calculated intensity profiles obtained from the sugarloaf and diffuse-cone distributions using the LN
method are given in Table 2 and, as for the maximum entropy distributions, the LN method underestimates the magnitudes of the order parameters in
every case. The values of hP4i are vital to identifying
a diffuse-cone-like distribution experimentally, and
negative values of hP4i have been used to confirm
the presence of distributions with probability

Table 1. Values, differences, Δ, and percentage differences, Δ
(%), of the true order parameters, hP2i and hP4i, of the maximum-entropy distributions shown in Figure 11 and those
determined using the LN method.
hP2i
True
0.800
0.600
0.400
0.200

Δ
−0.004
−0.028
−0.045
−0.037

LN
0.796
0.572
0.355
0.163

hP4i
Δ(%)
−0.5
−4.7
−11.3
−18.5

True
0.492
0.242
0.104
0.026

LN
0.488
0.228
0.090
0.021

Δ
−0.004
−0.014
−0.014
−0.005

Δ(%)
−0.8
−5.8
−13.5
−19.2

Table 2. Values, differences, Δ, and percentage differences, Δ
(%), of the true order parameters, hP2i and hP4i, of the diffusecone-like distributions shown in Figure 11 and those determined using the LN method.
hP2i
True
0.600
0.551
0.434
0.291

LN
0.594
0.543
0.423
0.282

Δ
−0.006
−0.008
−0.011
−0.009

maxima at β ≠ 0° [14]. Crucially for these distributions, the crossover from positive to negative values
of hP4i occurs at the same point in the data between
the different methods, indicating that the error in the
LN model is unlikely to invalidate negative hP4i
values determined using this method; the computational results we report here support the conclusion
drawn recently from a comparison of experimental
data [18].
4.2.2. Analysis of zero-offset calculated data
The use of a zero-offset baseline correction was
shown to change the experimentally determined
order parameters significantly, as discussed above
and shown in Figures 7 and 8, and it is therefore
useful to assess the impact of zero-offsets for known
distributions. The calculated intensity profiles
defined and shown in Figure 12 were offset to a
zero baseline, and these zero-offset intensity profiles
were then used to determine values of hP2i and hP4i
using the LM method, enabling a comparison of the
order parameters before and after a zero-offset was
applied.
The order parameters determined from the maximum-entropy distributions are given in Table 3, and
show that applying a zero-offset to the baseline has
little effect for highly ordered distributions, resulting
in only small discrepancies for narrow distributions,
but for the broader distributions with lower order
parameters the impact is much greater.
The order parameters calculated from the zerooffset sugar loaf and diffuse-cone distributions are
given in Table 4. The effect of the zero-offset is less
significant than for the maximum entropy distributions, but again the discrepancies arising from applying a zero-offset increase with the broader
distribution functions. The change of sign in hP4i
calculated using zero-offset intensity profiles occurs
at the same point in the data as the change of sign in
the true values.
Table 3. Values, differences, Δ, and percentage differences of
the true order parameters, hP2i and hP4i, of the maximumentropy distributions shown in Figure 11 and those determined
using the LM method after applying a zero-offset to the calculated scattering intensity profiles.
hP2i

hP4i
Δ(%)
−1.0
−1.5
−2.5
−3.1

True
0.182
0.134
0.035
−0.052

LN
0.178
0.130
0.034
−0.042

Δ
−0.004
−0.004
−0.001
0.010

Δ(%)
−2.2
−3.0
−2.9
19.2
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True
0.800
0.600
0.400
0.200

Zero-offset
0.806
0.658
0.558
0.476

hP4i
Δ
0.006
0.058
0.158
0.276

Δ(%)
0.8
9.7
39.5
138.0

True
0.492
0.242
0.104
0.026

Zero-offset
0.495
0.266
0.145
0.063

Δ
0.003
0.024
0.041
0.037

Δ(%)
0.6
9.9
39.4
142.3
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Table 4. Values, differences, Δ, and percentage differences of
the true order parameters, hP2i and hP4i, of the diffuse-cone-like
distributions shown in Figure 11 and those determined using
the LM method after applying a zero-offset to the calculated
scattering intensity profiles.
hP2i
True
0.600
0.551
0.434
0.291

Zero-offset
0.606
0.564
0.466
0.350

hP4i
Δ
0.006
0.013
0.032
0.059

Δ(%)
1.0
2.4
7.4
20.3

True
0.182
0.134
0.035
−0.052

Zero-offset
0.184
0.138
0.037
−0.062

Δ
0.002
0.004
0.002
−0.010

Δ(%)
1.1
3.0
5.7
19.2

5. Conclusions
Experimental X-ray scattering data from a series of
cyanobiphenyl compounds and calculated X-ray scattering intensity profiles from a set of theoretical orientational distribution functions were used to assess the
data processing and analysis methods used to determine the orientational order parameters of uniaxial
liquid crystal phases.
For data processing, an appropriate background
subtraction was provided readily by using the scattering image from an empty capillary, which is a method
that is consistent with that reported generally in the
literature. Two baseline correction methods were
assessed, using an offset to a minimum either at zero
intensity or at a baseline intensity determined experimentally from regions with low scattering intensity,
which are two methods that appear to be in general
use. The method used for baseline correction was
shown to have a significant influence on the values
obtained for the order parameters. The use of a zerooffset correction to the computationally generated
intensity profiles resulted in the known order parameters being overestimated significantly, particularly
for broad distributions with low order parameters
where the calculated intensity profiles showed clearly
that the minimum will be significantly above zero. The
use of experimentally estimated baseline-offset corrections to the experimental scattering profiles of 5CB,
6CB, 7CB and 8CB resulted in order parameters that
gave good agreement with reported values that had
been determined using a wide range of other experimental techniques, whereas the use of zero-offset corrections gave larger values and a poorer agreement.
The difference in order parameter values arising from
the choice of baseline correction method was shown to
be significantly larger than that arising from the different analysis methods summarised below, and so it
would seem beneficial for reports of order parameters
determined from X-ray scattering studies of liquidcrystalline materials to detail any baseline correction
method that may have been applied. The baseline offset

method reported in this work provides a straightforward approach.
For data analysis, the methods of Kratky and Lovell
and Mitchell gave essentially identical order parameters
from the experimental data by truncating the Kratky
expression at L = 6, and the analyses we report were
truncated conservatively at L = 10. The popular
method within the liquid crystal field proposed by
Leadbetter et al. consistently underestimated the magnitude of the values of both hP2i and hP4i relative to
those obtained using the Kratky/LM methods for all
the experimental and computational data analysed in
this study, and this discrepancy is attributable to the
error in the equations used in the Leadbetter method,
as reported elsewhere. Despite the error in the
Leadbetter method, the differences arising from this
error were relatively small, at ≤0.045 for values of
hP2i and ≤0.014 for values of hP4i for the computationally generated distributions studied here; moreover,
changes from positive to negative values of hP4i were
shown to be consistent between all of the methods. It
would appear from our studies that conclusions drawn
from reported order parameters determined using the
Leadbetter equations should not be discredited, but
that detailed quantitative comparisons should be treated with caution, which is consistent with a recent
report [18]. It would be preferable for studies of liquid
crystals to use the corrected equations rather than the
original Leadbetter method, if using this general
approach, in order to enable quantitative comparisons
to be made between reported studies. However, for the
calculation of order parameters alone, the Lovell and
Mitchell method would seem to be the most appropriate method due to its simplicity and the direct conversion of order parameters of the intensity profile to
order parameters of the orientational distribution function without requiring the truncation of an expansion.
The data processing and analysis methods we have
reported and applied here to a series of cyanobiphenyl
compounds may be expected to have general applicability to uniaxial liquid crystal phases that give similar,
relatively simple scattering patterns. For related systems that give more complex scattering patterns, the
general principles outlined here may provide a useful
basis for devising slightly modified data processing and
analysis methods that are tailored for such systems.
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